Bill
AB-12
Cooley

AB-21
Perea

Support/
Oppose
Support

Watch

Title
State government:
administrative
regulations: review.

Intent
goal is to clean up structure of
regulations - remove
inconsistencies, overlaps,
outdated provisions etc.

establish statewide target
California Global
Warming Solutions Act of emission reductions, costeffective, for 2030 goals. The bill
2006: emissions limit:
directs that measures to reduce
scoping plan.
Greenhouse gases minimize
costs, maximize benefits and
maintains high reliability of the
electrical system. Potential for
adverse eﬀects on small
businesses must be minimized

Why we care

Analysis

Committee

Forest management regulation is a
tangled morass of complex regulations
that span several agencies.
Landowners would welcome any eﬀort
to simplify their dealings with the
agencies.

The upside is a much desired goal of
clarifying and simplifying the public
code. The downside is it may just turn
into a bureaucratic paper-generating
debacle with no real actions taken

Senate
Governmental
Organization

Greenhouse gas regulations impact a
landowners choices of equipment and
how and when they can use them.
Loggers and truckers have been
impacted by the diesel regulations that
rendered much of their equipment
obsolete before its time. These
regulations can worm their way into our
everyday lives as allowable fuels for
heating, cooking and power generation
are further regulated.

At least this idea tries to mitigate the
Senate 3rd
eﬀects of this grand scheme on the
Reading
population. 5/5 change - so what’s the
diﬀerence between “aﬀordable” and
“cost-eﬀective”? Personally, I prefer the
“aﬀordable” slant...

AB-33
Quirk

Watch

California Global Warming
Solutions Act of 2006:
scoping plan. -> California
Global Warming Solutions
Act of 2006: Climate
Change Advisory Council. ->
California Global
Warming Solutions Act of
2006: Energy Integration
Advisory Council.

6/1 bill morphed again into
creating an “Energy Integration
Advisory Council tasked with
finding ways to integrate
renewable energy sources into
the state’s utility grids to meet the
state’s carbon reduction energy
goals

The June 1 amendment pulled the bill
out of the scope of all energy in the
state and into just addressing the power
grids and their power sources. Carbonneutrality is still in the mix, but our
trucks and heavy equipment are oﬀ the
bills radar. We are now left with the
possibility of bio-mass fuels as part of
the mix for the grid’s fuel sources, but
this only mentioned obliquely.

We really don’t need another
bureaucracy. I’m becoming convinced
that all the greenhouse gas reduction
fees coming into the state will be
frittered away in these councils,
commissions and other organizations
that perform lots of studies and print
lots of papers, but actually DO nothing.

Senate
Environmental
Quality

AB-56
Quirk

Support

Unmanned aircraft
systems.

prohibit public agencies from
using drones or contracting for
drones except certain defined law
enforcement uses; 6/24
amendment backs down from
public agency to law
enforcement agency.

Drones have the potential of providing
all sorts of useful surveying information,
but the opportunities for abuse are high.
Flights should ALWAYS be owner
requested.

6/24 We don’t like the downgrade
from public agency to law
enforcement agency. Too many
public agencies like the EPA have
been running around acting like law
enforcement agencies without being
specifically defined as such.

Senate
Judiciary

AB-203
Support
Obernolte

State responsibility
areas: fire prevention
fees

lengthen due and payable time
duration and time to file for
redetermination from 30 days to
60 days - possible spot bill

many of us are rural livers and are
subject to the SRA fee. We support
anything that weakens the fee, although
we would prefer to see it abolished.

AB-243
Wood

Support

Medical marijuana
cultivation

requires agencies to address
environmental impacts of medical
marijuana cultivation. Also
establishes a program for
uniquely identifying plants being
grown under permit, to attempt to
prevent bootlegged plants from
entering the system. 7/2 there is
now a permit, fee and taxation
system being set up to administer
the growers.

Our forests are tempting locations for
drug manufacturers. This is a real
problem for forests in northern
California.

We fully support other industries facing
the same environmental protection
regulations we face. 7/2: and taxes,
fees and permits as well.

AB-266
Cooley

Watch

Medical marijuana.

establishes a Bureau of Medical
Marijuana to regulate all aspects
of the medical marijuana business
with a robust regulatory
environment including standards
for the product, what constitutes
driving under the influence and
unprofessional conduct penalties
for doctors prescribing marijuana
without an examination and a
clear indication it is needed.

Our forests are tempting locations for
drug manufacturers. This is a real
problem for forests in northern
California.

CCFA may not have an oﬃcial stance,
Senate
but your legislative monitor thinks this is Governance &
marvelous idea. We fully support other Finance
industries facing the same
environmental protection regulations we
face.

AB-273
Env.
Safety &
Toxic
Materials

Watch

Hazardous waste and
substances: corrective
action: liability.

cost recovery bill for oversight of
hazardous/toxic waste incidents

there are times our operations may
involve hazardous/toxic materials

need to study further to determine the
Senate 3rd
sort of liability involved before this kicks Reading
in

AB-275
Env.
Safety &
Toxic
Materials

Watch

looks like this tries to remove any there are times our operations may
Hazardous substances:
involve hazardous/toxic materials
liability recovery actions. state moneys from remediation

need to study further to determine the
Senate 2nd
sort of liability involved before this kicks Reading
in

payments

AB-276
Watch
Env.Safety
& Toxic
Materials

Department of Toxic
Substances Control:
response actions:
cleanup ability
information.

requires persons making/handling there are times our operations may
involve hazardous/toxic materials
toxic substances provide
information about ability to pay for
or perform a response action; 6/11
the latest amendment clarifies
that the request cannot be a
fishing expedition, there must
have been a reasonable belief
that there has been or may soon
be a hazardous waste spill.

AB-298
Gonzalez

Watch

Fish and wildlife:
violations.

the change to the existing law
elevates the penalties of
regulations for marine protected
areas, marine managed areas
and special closures for people
holding commercial fishing
licenses and commercial
passenger fishing boat licenses

AB-300
Alejo

Watch

Safe Water and Wildlife
Protection Act of 2015.

seeks a government oversight
solution to the Pinto Lake toxic
algal blooms and similar
situations by creating an algal
bloom task force

AB-301
Bigelow

Support

State responsibility
areas: fire prevention
fees.

AB-320
Wood

Watch

AB-353
Lackey

Assembly 3rd
Reading

Senate
Environmental
Quality

This bill wants to hang the cleanup bill
for spills or other damages on the
holder/maker of the material.

Senate
Appropriations
Suspense File

our point of interest is the possible
opening of the law to “special closure”
areas on our lands

we are monitoring to ensure the
changes do not slop over into areas on
our lands

Chaptered

this is a sideline issue for forestry

Pinto Lake is a nasty situation.

Senate
Environmental
Quality

Most of us have to pay this thing and
prorates fees for building owner
we aren’t getting any service for out
where he owns the structure for
only a portion of the fee year 4/14 “fee”
- specifies fee may be split
between buyer and seller as a
negotiation of terms of sale

This adds further mitigations to the fee
without eliminating it. Better than
nothing, but we prefer a repeal

Governor

Engineers.

Prohibits a person from using the We’ve had problems with the overly-free
us of the term “forestry consultant” by
title “environmental engineer”
uncertified people in the past
unless the person is licensed as
an engineer; creates a licensing
pathway for licensing
environmental engineers - permits
civil, electrical and mechanical
engineers to use the title
environmental engineer without
obtaining additional qualifications

probably a good thing, but could be
Senate
used to provide a job protection for jobs Appropriations
requiring licensed environmental
engineers in the future

Watch

Fish: fully protected species:
taking or possession. ->
Protected species: take:
Bouquet Canyon: habitat
restoration project.

Safe Harbor is a potentially useful tool
The bill has changed to reflect
allowing an incidental take of the for resolving conflicts in human and
unarmored threespine stickleback habitat interests for the benefit of both.
during the course of habitat
restoration projects in the riparian
corridor of the Bouquet Canyon in
Los Angeles County

This is an encouraging example of the
introduction of Safe Harbor concepts
into California practices.

AB-417
Dahle

Support

Forest practices:
resource conservation
standards.

extends the authorization to
adopt alternative stocking
standards notwithstanding
the stocking conditions
relating to the basal area for
purposes of authorizing the
board to adopt alternative
standards.

AB-429
Dahle

Support

Public contracts:
preferences: forest
products.

we grow this wood - what’s not to like?
requires state agencies to give
preference to wood grown within
CA; 6/29 amendment added
another pathway for qualifying
the wood via Compliance Offset
Protocol for U.S. Forest
Projects adopted by the State
Air Resources Board or any
other offset protocol linked by
the board, as specified, to
implement the California Global
Warming Solutions Act of 2006.

this will hopefully bolster the local mills
and other infrastructure and allow us to
continue to care for California’s forests;
6/29 - thankfully this is does not
preclude Z’berg-Nejedly Forest
Practice Act harvest practices,
although it dilutes the point that CA
practices are expensive and
stringent.

Senate Natural
Resources &
Water

AB-435
Chang

Support

California Environmental
Protection Agency:
Natural Resources
Agency: Web casts of
public meetings and
workshops.

this would make it much easier for us to a major double-edged sword. good for
requires interactive webcasts of
us, but equally cool for our opposition
all CalEPA and Natural Resources “attend” these meetings.
Agency public meetings and
workshops

Senate
Environmental
Quality

AB-450
McCarty

Watch

Greenhouse gas: energy
efficiency: financing

Senate
Environmental
Quality

AB-453
Bigelow

Watch

Groundwater
management.

authorizes Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Fund to provide
funding for the PACE program
(prop owners finance the
installation of distributed
generation renewable energy
sources or energy or water
efficiency improvements that are
permanently affixed on the
owner’s real property)
authorizes local water agencies to
amend existing groundwater
mgmt plans to align with
groundwater mgmt objectives

AB-498
Levine

Watch

Wildlife conservation:
wildlife corridors

declare that it is the policy of the forest lands are defacto wildlife
state and all state agencies, with corridors
regard to a project proposed in an
area identified as a wildlife
corridor, to encourage the project
proponent to consult with the
department, and, wherever
feasible and practicable, take
steps to protect or restore the
functioning of the wildlife corridor
through various means, as
applicable.

AB-559
Lopez

Watch

Monarch butterflies:
conservation

authorizes DF&W to take actions
to preserve Monarch butterflies
and their habitat

AB-577
Bonilla

Watch

Public utilities: biogas ->
Biomethane: grant
program

creates a grant program for
developing a biomethane
infrastructure

AB-590
Dahle

Support

Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Fund.

creates Biomass State Cost
provides a market for fire thinnings and
Share Account within Greenhouse slash
Gas Reduction Fund to maintain
biomass electrical generation and
restart idle facilities; 7/9
amendment adds geothermal
facilities to the array

this puts the greenhouse gas funds
back into the state in a useful manner

AB-644
Wood

Watch

Land use: general plan:
safety element: fire
hazard impacts

requires subdivision of open
space to demonstrate it has fire
protection capabilities - 4/13
amendment - prohibits
development of buildings or
structures on subdivision parcels
of 40 acres or less

forest land does have subdivision
pressures

in estate settlement cases, it has been a
practice to carve out small parcels of
residential space to pay the taxes while
still retaining the bulk of the ranch. this
rule could cause a problem there; this is
using the hammer approach to
maintaining open space.

AB-645
Williams

Watch

Electricity: California
Renewables Portfolio
Standard.

force-creates a market for
generating electricity from
renewable fuels

biomass is a renewable fuel source that
comes from forests

possible new market for slash and fuel
management thinnings

AB-731
Gallagher

Watch

Maintenance of the
codes.

nonsubstantive changes in
various provisions of law to
effectuate the recommendations
made by the Legislative Counsel
to the Legislature

AB-761
Levine

Support in
concept

Carbon Farm Planning->
Carbon sequestration:
working lands.

establish a grant program to fund
projects that increase carbon
sequestration in agricultural soils,
improve soil water retention, and
increase the resilience of working
lands to climate change and
drought. The bill would require the
department, in coordination with
the Department of Resources
Recycling and Recovery and the
Department of Water Resources,
to develop and adopt project
solicitation and evaluation
guidelines for the program, as
specified.

AB-797
Steinorth

Watch

Regulations: effective
dates and legislative
review.

changes rules on when
we deal with rafts of constantly changing Clearly defined dates work better for the
regulations take effect or become regulations
general population. we still feel
dropped; 4/6 amendment
quarterly will prove to be too expensive.
provides a quarterly schedule for
date of activation,

AB-849
Bonilla

Support

Unlawfully causing a fire:
explosion -> Unlawful
cannabinoid extraction:
explosion.

adds explosions to the rules of
unlawfully causing fires; 5/4
clarifies that the law applies to

Engrossing &
Enrolling

another possible way for individual
property owners to get their $$ back
from the Greenhouse Gas Fund

a large number of rural landowners get
their domestic water from wells on their
land. We could be increasing pressured
for extraction measurement reports and
other limitations on increasingly small
annual extractions

forest land may become target zones

this is supposedly a stopgap provision
until oﬃcial groundwater sustainability
plans are developed; 6/11 the latest
amendment authorizes local
agencies to impose fees and collect
ground water extraction information.
There is no mention of an exemption
from fees or data collection
information for de minimis users,
which means that potentially every
Joe Homeowner who has a well may
be pulled into the system with costly
fees and metering and reporting
burdens.
this may add another layer of
bureaucratic nonsense to THP
processing; the 5/22 amendment is
making this bill considerably safer for
rural businesses.

Wouldn’t it be better to distribute
milkweed seed for free and encourage
cultivation?

we just need to check these to make
sure there are no further errors or
surprises

forest lands are working lands and
should qualify - however the bill
specifies that working lands are
“privately owned agricultural lands,
ranches, and rangelands.” We might
also see some chance of getting into
these programs by providing the
charcoal for the farms from our fuel
reduction efforts.

forest land is a mentioned location for
illegally setting fires or causing
explosions

a possible good chance to get some of
our Greenhouse Gas $$ back in the
land. We note that the goals include
more than just carbon sequestration mentioned goals include: (C) Achieve
related cobenefits, including, but not
limited to, any of the following:
(i) Reduced irrigation demand.
(ii) Increased yield, productivity, and
resilience on working lands.
(iii) Enhanced habitat.(iv) Reduced water
quality impacts from agricultural lands.
(v) Enhanced soil structure.(vi) Protected
and enhanced biodiversity.(vii) Increased
soil water-holding capacity.

illegal fires and/or explosions are both
undesirable in our forests

person who extracts, or
attempts to extract,
Tetrahydrocannabinol or
other cannabinoids by
means of solvent extraction
from marijuana leaves,
flowers, or stalks, and
causes an explosion that
damages property would be
guilty of a misdemeanor, as
specified. The bill would
provide that if the explosion
damages a structure or
forest land the offense
would be punishable by a
misdemeanor or felony with
specified penalties. The bill
would provide for increased
misdemeanor and felony
penalties if the explosion
damages an inhabited
structure or causes great
bodily injury.

AB-857
Perea

Watch

California Clean Truck,
Bus, and Off-Road
Vehicle and Equipment
Technology Program

so far, this is a research and
development allocation of
greenhouse funds for developing
zero and near-zero-emission
heavy equipment

AB-866
Eduardo
Garcia

Watch

Economic development:
small business

requires GO-Biz to be a small
business advocate before state
agencies etc. 4/13 - changed
from advocate to advisor

AB-937
Salas

Watch

Groundwater recharge. ->
Groundwater recharge:
beneficial use. ->
Groundwater planning:
technical assistance:
disadvantaged
communities.

requires Department of Water
Resources to provide technical
assistance to disadvantaged
communities so they can
participate in ground water
planning

AB-938
Salas

Watch

Groundwater: basins
reprioritization:
establishment of
groundwater
sustainability agency

requires establishment of
groundwater sustainability
agency if medium or high priority
basin

AB-939
Salas

Watch

Groundwater
sustainability agency:
financial authority

requires hearing before imposing
fees

AB-985
Dahle

Watch

Sierra Nevada
Conservancy.

requires liasons from legislature
to interface with the Sierra
Nevada Conservancy

AB-988
Mark
Stone

Watch

Outdoor Environmental
Education and Recreation
Grants Program.

grant program to take poor urban
kids into the parks; 6/30
amended - now includes
accountability requirements for
the programs seeking the funds

AB-1030
RidleyThomas

Watch

prioritize projects for those that
California Global
Warming Solutions Act of place local residents to jobs or
place disadvantaged workers
2006: Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Fund.

AB-1032
Salas

Support

Diesel Fuel Tax Law:
reimbursements.

allows for tax reimbursements for
oﬀroad biodiesel

AB-1059
Eduardo
Garcia

Watch

California Communities
Environmental Health
Screening.

form working group for
“environmental justice” for CalMexico border region

AB-1071
Atkins &
Eduardo
Garcia

Watch

Supplemental
environmental projects.

require each board, department,
and office within the California
Environmental Protection Agency
to establish a specified policy on
supplemental environmental
projects, as defined, that benefits
environmental justice
communities, as defined

AB-1242
Gray

Watch

Water quality: impacts on
groundwater basins:
mitigation measures. ->
Water quality: impacts on
groundwater: instream
flows.

groundwater needs vs instream
flow needs to be considered
before setting policy; 5/5 bill
largely gutted. now requires the
state board to “identify projects for
fish recovery that may be
undertaken in lieu of instream
flows.”

AB-1251
Gomez

Oppose

Greenway Development
and Sustainment Act.

enacts the Greenway
Development and Sustainment
Act and would authorize those
tax-exempt nonprofit
organizations to acquire and hold
a conservation easement if the
organizations have as their
primary purpose the development
of a greenway, as defined. The bill
would also include greenways in
the definition of “open-space land”
for local planning purposes.

Senate Natural
Resources &
Water

Status

Jul 14, 2015 12:00
12/1/14
AM introduced;
1/16 referred to
Accountability and
Administrative Review;
4/22 amended; 4/29
passed Accountability
and Administrative
Review, sent to
Appropriations; 5/28
passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor; 6/1 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 6/11 sent to
Governmental
Organization
introduced 12/1/14;
1/16 referred to NR;
4/27 passed Natural
Resources, sent to
Appropriations; 4/30
amended; 5/5
amended; 5/13
passed
Appropriations; 5/18
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 5/28
sent to Environmental
Quality; 6/17 passed
Environmental Quality,
sent to Appropriations;
6/29 [assed
Appropriations
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
introduced
AM
12/1/14;
1/22 referred to NR;
4/6 amended; 4/27
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Resources, sent to
Appropriations; 5/28
amended, passed
Appropriations; 6/1
amended; 6/3 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 6/23
amended, sent to
Energy, Utilities &
Communications; 7/7
passed Energy,
Utilities &
Communications ,
sent to Environmental
Quality
Jul 14, 2015 12:00
introduced
AM
12/2/14;
1/22 referred to Pub S
and P&CP; 4/15
passed Public Safety,
sent to Privacy &
Consumer Protection;
4/22 amended; 4/30
passed Privacy &
Consumer Protection,
sent to Appropriations;
5/13 passed
Appropriations; 5/26
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/4
sent to Public Safety
and Judiciary; 6/24
amended; 7/7
amended, passed
Public Safety, sent to
Judiciary
introduced 1/29/15;
referred to Ass Nat
Res; 3/17 amended;
3/25 passed Natural
Resources, sent to
Appropriations; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/2
amended
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
2/5AM
introduced; 3/9
sent to Agriculture and
Environmental Safety
and Toxic Materials;
4/8 amended; 4/16
passed Agriculture,
sent to Environmental
Safety & Toxic
Materials; 4/22
amended ; 4/28
passed Environmental
Safety & Toxic
Materials, sent to
Appropriations; 5/28
amended, passed
Appropriations; 6/1
amended; 6/3 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 7/2 amended;
7/8 passed
Governance &
Finance, sent to
Environmental Quality
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
2/11
AM
introduced; 3/9
sent to Business
&Professions and
Labor & Employment;
4/14 amended; 4/28
passed Business &
Professions, sent to
Appropriations; 5/5
amended; 5/11
amended; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/2
amended; 6/4 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 6/30
amended; 7/8
withdrawn from Health
committee, sent to
Governance & Finance
2/11 introduced; 2/23
sent to Env Safety &
Toxic Materials; 3/24
passed Environmental
Safety & Toxic
Materials, sent to
Appropriations; 4/15
passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor; 4/20 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 5/7 sent to
Environmental Quality;
6/2 amended; 6/17
passed Environmental
Quality, sent to
Appropriations; 7/7
amended, passed
Appropriations; 7/8
amended
2/11 introduced; 2/23
sent to Env Safety &
Toxic Materials 3/24
passed Environmental
Safety & Toxic
Materials, sent to
Appropriations; 4/15
passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor; 4/20 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 5/7 sent to
Environmental Quality;
5/27 amended; 6/17
passed Environmental
Quality, sent to
Appropriations; 7/9
passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor
2/11 introduced; 2/23
sent to Env Safety &
Toxic Materials and
Judiciary; 3/17
amended; 3/24
passed Environmental
Safety & Toxic
Materials, sent to
Appropriations; 4/15
sent to suspense file;
5/28 amended,
passed
Appropriations; 6/3
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/11
amended, sent to
Environmental Quality;
6/17 passed
Environmental Quality,
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2/12 introduced; 2/23
sent to Water, Parks &
Wildlife; 4/14 passed
Water, Parks &
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Consent Calendar;
4/20 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 5/7 sent to
Natural Resources &
Water; 6/9 passed
Natural Resources &
Water,, sent to
consent calendar;
6/11 amended,
returned to consent
calendar; 6/22 Senate
amendments
concurred in, sent to
Engrossing and
Enrolling; 6/30
Approved by
Governor, Chaptered
by Secretary of State
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
2/12
AM
introduced; 2/23
sent to Natural
Resources; 3/5
amended; 4/6 passed
Natural Resources
sent to Appropriations;
4/7 amended; 4/22
sent to suspense file;
5/28 amended,
passed
Appropriations; 6/2
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/11
amended, sent to
Natural Resources &
Water; 6/23 amended,
passed Natural
Resources & Water,
sent to Environmental
Quality; 6/25 amended
2/12 introduced; 2/23
sent to Natural
Resources; 4/14
amended, passed
Natural Resources,
sent to Appropriations;
3/15 amended; 4/22
passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor consent calendar;
4/30 sent to Senate;
5/14 sent to Natural
Resources & Water;
6/9 passed Natural
Resources & Water,,
sent to Appropriations,
recommend consent
calendar; 6/24
amended, passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor; 6/29 passed
Senate, sent to
Assembly for
concurrence; 7/2 sent
to Engrossing &
Enrolling; 7/9 sent to
Governor
2/13 introduced; 3/23
- sent to Business and
Professions; 4/22
amended, passed
Business &
Professions, sent to
Appropriations; 5/6
passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor; 5/11 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 5/21 sent to
Business, Professions
& Economic
Development; 7/7
amended, passed
Business, Professions
& Economic
Development, sent to
Appropriations
Jul 14, 2015 12:00
2/18
AM
introduced; 3/26
sent to Water, Parks
and Wildlife, amended;
4/22 amended; 4/28
passed Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Appropriations; 5/6
passed
Appropriations, sent to
Assembly Consent
Calendar; 5/14 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 5/28 sent to
Natural Resources &
Water
2/19 introduced; 3/9
sent to Natural
Resources; 4/14
passed Natural
Resources, sent to
Appropriations; 4/22
passed
Appropriations, sent to
Assembly consent
calendar; 4/30 sent to
Senate; 5/15 sent to
Natural Resources &
Water; 6/9 passed
Natural Resources &
Water, sent to
Appropriations,
recommend Consent
Calendar; 6/16
amended; 6/29
passed
Appropriations; 7/2
passed Senate, sent
to Assembly
concurrence; 7/6
passed both houses,
sent to Engrossing
and Enrolling
Jul 14, 2015 2/19 introduced; 3/2
sent to Assembly
Accountability and
Administrative Review;
4/8 amended; 4/15
passed Accountability
and Administrative
Review, sent to
Appropriations; 4/29
passed
Appropriations, sent to
Assembly floor; 5/11
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 5/21
sent to Natural
Resources & Water;
6/29 amended
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
2/19
AM
introduced; 3/2
sent to Assembly
Accountability and
Administrative Review;
3/18 amended; 3/25
passed Accountability
& Administrative
Review, sent to
Appropriations; 5/28
amended, passed
Appropriations; 6/2
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/11
sent to Natural
Resources & Water
and Environmental
Quality; 6/24
amended, passed
Natural Resources &
Water, sent to
Environmental Quality;
6/25 amended
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
2/23
AM
introduced; 3/5
sent to Natural
Resources; 4/14
passed Natural
Resources, sent to
floor; 4/30 sent to
Senate; 5/14 sent to
Environmental Quality
and Appropriations

Senate Natural Jul 14, 2015 12:00
2/23
AM
introduced; 3/5
Resources &
sent to Water, Parks
Water
and Wildlife; 4/14
passed Water, Parks &
Wildlife; 4/16 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 5/7 sent to
Natural Resources &
Water; 6/11 amended;
7/6 amended

Senate Natural Jul 14, 2015 12:00
2/23
AM
introduced; 3/5
Resources &
sent to Water, Parks
Water
and Wildlife; 4/8
amended; passed
Assembly Water, Parks
& Wildlife, sent to
Appropriations; 4/28
amended; 5/6 passed
Appropriations, sent to
Assembly floor; 5/22
amended; 5/28
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/11
sent to Natural
Resources & Water
Senate 3rd
2/23 introduced; 3/5
Reading
sent to Water Parks
and Wildlife; 4/14
passed Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Appropriations; 4/22
passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor; 4/30 sent to
Senate; 5/14 sent to
Natural Resources &
Water; 6/16 amended;
6/23 passed Natural
Resources & Water,
sent to Appropriations;
7/6 passed
Appropriations
Senate
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
2/24
AM
introduced; 3/9
Environmental
sent to Utilities and
Quality
Commerce; 4/6 gut
and amended; 4/9
sent to Rules ; 4/15
sent to Natural
Resources; 4/27
passed Natural
Resources, sent to
Appropriations; 5/5
amended; 5/28
amended, passed
Appropriations; 6/2
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/11
sent to Energy, Utilities
& Communications
and Environmental
Quality; 6/17
amended; 6/30
passed Energy,
Utilities & Commerce,
sent to Environmental
Quality; 7/6 amended
Senate
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
2/24
AM
introduced; 3/9
Environmental
sent to Natural
Quality
Resources and Utilities
and Commerce; 4/20
passed Natural
Resources; 4/21
amended and sent to
Utilities & Commerce;
4/27 passed Utilities &
Commerce, sent to
Appropriations; 5/4
amended; 5/28
amended, passed
Appropriations; 6/2
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/11
sent to Energy, Utilities
& Communications
and Environmental
Quality; 6/16
amended; 6/30
passed Energy,
Utilities & Commerce,
sent to Environmental
Quality; 7/8 amended
Senate Natural Jul 14, 2015 12:00
2/24
AM
introduced; 3/9
Resources &
sent to Local
Water
Governance; 4/9
passed Local
Governance, sent to
Assembly floor; 4/13
amended; 4/30 sent to
Senate; 5/14, sent to
Governance &
Finance; 6/10 passed
Governance &
Finance, amended,
sent to Rules; 6/16
amended
Senate
2/24 introduced; 3/9
Appropriations
sent to Utilities &
Commerce and
Natural Resources;
4/21 passed Utilities &
Commerce, sent to
Natural Resources;
4/27 passed Natural
Resources, sent to
Appropriations; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/3
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 7/7
passed Energy,
Utilities &
Communications. sent
to Appropriations
Senate
2/25 introduced; 3/23
Judiciary
sent to Judiciary; 4/13
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 5/7
sent to Judiciary; 7/2
amended
Senate
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
2/25
AM
introduced; 3/12
Environmental
sent to Natural
Quality
Resources and Water,
Parks & Wildlife; 4/14
passed Natural
Resources, sent to
Water, Parks &
Wildlife; 4/15
amended; 4/21
amended; 4/28
passed Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Appropriations; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/2
amended; 6/4 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 6/30 passed
Agriculture, sent to
Environmental Quality
Senate
2/26 introduced; 3/12
Governmental
sent to Accountability
Organization
& Administrative
Review; 4/6 amended;
passed Accountability
and Administrative
Review, sent to
Appropriations; 4/22
passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor consent calendar;
4/30 sent to Senate;
5/14 sent to
Governmental
Organization
Senate Public Jul 14, 2015 12:00
2/26
AM
introduced; 3/16
Safety
sent to Public Safety;
4/28 passed Public
Safety, sent to
Appropriations; 5/4
amended; 5/13
passed
Appropriations; 5/22
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/4
sent to Public Safety

Senate
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
2/26
AM
introduced; 3/26
we use these vehicles and equipment in so far, this does not impact existing
Environmental
sent to Transportation
forestry
equipment; 5/5 the amendment
and Natural
suggests one must sign up and declare Quality
Resources, amended;
one is using renewable diesel to get
4/14 amended,
support $ - for this, one must document
passed Transportation,
what one is using. 6/16 - This just got
sent to Natural
really expensive. The state will
Resources; 4/15
allocate “between January 2, 2018,
amended; 4/27
and January 1, 2023, inclusive,
passed Natural
annually would require no less than
Resources, sent to
50% or $100,000,000, whichever is
Appropriations; 5/5
greater, of the moneys appropriated
amended; 5/28
allocated for technology
passed
development, demonstration,
Appropriations; 6/1
precommercial pilots, and early
passed Assembly,
commercial deployments of zero- and
sent to Senate; 6/11
near-zero-emission medium- and
sent to Transportation
heavy-duty truck technology be
& Housing and
allocated and spent to support the
Environmental Quality;
commercial deployment of existing
6/16 amended; 6/23
zero- and near-zero-emission heavyamended; 7/1 passed
duty truck technology that meets or
Housing &
exceeds a specified emission
Transportation, sent to
standard.” WTF?
Environmental Quality
Senate
2/26 introduced; 3/16
Forest landowners should qualify as
It would be cool to line up another
Business,
sent to Jobs,
small businesses
advocate for small landowners
Professions &
Economic
Economic
Development and the
Development
Economy; 4/13
amended; passed
Jobs, Economic
Development & the
Economy, sent to
Appropriations; 5/28
amended, passed
Appropriations; 6/2
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/11
sent to Business,
Professions &
Economic
Development
Senate Natural
Jul 14, 2015 2/26 introduced; 3/26
We want to ensure our homes and
this is safe so far.
Resources &
sent to Water, Parks &
businesses do not become collateral
Water
Wildlife, amended;
damage as the next round of water
4/22 amended; 4/28
policies are developed.
passed Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Appropriations; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/1
amended; 6/3 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 6/11 sent to
Business, Professions
& Economic
Development
2/26 introduced; 3/16
a lot of forest landowners use wells on
adds yet another layer of bureaucracy to Senate Natural
Resources &
sent to Water, Parks &
their own land
CA
Water
Wildlife; 4/14 passed
Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Consent Calendar;
4/20 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 5/7 sent to
Natural Resources &
Water
Senate Natural Jul 14, 2015 12:00
2/26
AM
introduced; 3/16
a lot of forest landowners use wells on
oh yeah, now we have to pay for the
Resources &
sent to Water, Parks &
their own land
new bureaucray’s “services” with fees
Water
Wildlife; 4/14 passed
Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Consent Calendar;
4/20 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 5/7 sent to
Natural Resources &
Water; 7/8 amended
2/26 introduced; 3/16
important to Sierra landowners
seeks greater awareness and education Engrossing &
sent to Natural
about Sierra problems in the legislature Enrolling
Resources; 4/13
amended, passed
Natural Resources,
sent to Appropriations;
4/20 amended; 5/7
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 5/21
sent to Natural
Resources & Water;
6/9 passed Natural
Resources & Water,,
sent to Appropriations,
recommend consent
calendar; 6/22 passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor consent calendar;
6/25 passed Senate,
returned to Assembly
for concurrence; 7/2
Engrossing & Enrolling
Senate Natural Jul 14, 2015 12:00
2/26
AM
introduced; 3/16
great idea in general. need to
Resources &
sent to Water, Parks &
investigate the criteria of the State
Wildlife; 4/28
Urban Parks and Healthy Communities Water
amended, passed
Act
Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Appropriations; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/1
amended; 6/3 passed
Assembly, sent to
Senate; 6/30 amended
Senate
2/26 introduced; 3/19
watching how the greenhouse gas $$
Appropriations
sent to Natural
get spent
Resources; 4/27
passed Natural
Resources, sent to
Appropriations; 5/5
amended; 5/20
passed
Appropriations; 5/22
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/4
sent to Environmental
Quality; 7/6 amended,
passed Environmental
Quality, sent to
Appropriations; 7/7
amended
Senate
2/26 introduced; 3/19
much of our equipment is diesel and
Appropriations
sent to Revenue and
used offroad
Taxation; 4/27 passed
Revenue & Taxation,
sent to Appropriations;
5/28 passed
Appropriations; 6/1
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/11
sent to Transportation
& Housing and
Governance &
Finance; 6/24 passed
Transportation &
Housing, sent to
Governance and
Finance; 7/8 passed
Governance &
Finanace, sent to
Appropriations
Senate 3rd
2/26 introduced; 3/19
“environmental justice” is one of those
sent to Environmental
squirrelly ill-defined terms used for social Reading
Safety and Toxic
change projects that need to be
Materials; 4/15 passed
watched; 6/24 - looks like a lot of
Environmental Safety
busy-work reports to be generated.
& Toxic Materials, sent
to Appropriations; 5/4
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 5/14
sent to Environmental
Quality;
6/217amended,
passed Environmental
Quality, sent to
Appropriations; 6/24
amended; 7/6 passed
Appropriations,
Senate
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
2/26
AM
introduced; 3/17
supplemental environmental projects
Environmental
sent to Natural
appear to be penalties for CEQA
Quality
Resources; 4/27
transgressions
passed Natural
Resources, sent to
Appropriations; 5/7
amended; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/1
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/11
sent to Environmental
Quality
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
2/27
AM
introduced; 3/23
Forestland may have instream flow
we need to be mindful of how this might Senate
sent to Water, Parks &
requirements on its streams as part of
affect THP processing and water quality Environmental
Quality
Wildlife and Natural
watercourse protections; 5/5 forest lands waivers
Resources; 4/14
have fish habitat, too.
passed Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Natural Resources;
4/27 passed Natural
Resources, sent to
Appropriations; 5/5
amended; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/2
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; sent to
Natural Resources &
Water and
Environmental Quality;
6/23 passed Natural
Resources & Water,
sent to Environmental
Quality
Senate
Jul 13, 2015 12:00
2/27
AM
introduced; 3/23
land grab from rural landowners
this is an outright land grab
Appropriations
sent to Water, Parks &
Wildlife and Local
Governance; 4/14
passed Water, Parks &
Wildlife; 4/22 passed
Local Government,
sent to Appropriations;
5/28 passed
Appropriations; 6/3
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; /1
passed Governance &
Finance, sent to
Appropriations
Senate
Jul 15, 2015 12:00
2/27
AM
introduced; 3/23
anyone who uses fuel should be
who wants to be stuck with this
Environmental
sent to Natural
concerned about this
boondoggle forever?
Quality
Resources; 4/27
passed Natural
Resources, sent to
Appropriations; 5/27
passed
Appropriations; 6/3
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate
Senate
Jul 14, 2015 12:00
2/27
AM
introduced; 3/26
a lot of forest landowners use wells on
we need to watch this so we don’t lose
Judiciary
send to Water, Parks &
their own land
our water rights
Wildlife and Judiciary,
amended; 4/14
passed Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Judiciary; 4/28 passed
Judiciary, sent to
Appropriations; 4/30
amended; 5/13
passed
Appropriations; 5/18
amended; 5/26
passed Assembly,
sent to Senate; 6/4
sent to Natural
Resources & Water
and Judiciary; 6/24
passed Natural
Resources & Water,
sent to Judiciary; 7/6
amended

AB-1288 - Oppose
Atkins

lifts 1/1/2012-12/31/2020 limit on
California Global
Warming Solutions Act of market-based declining annual
aggregate emissions limits on
2006: regulations.
greenhouse gases

AB-1390
Alejo

Watch

Groundwater:
adjudication.

develop procedures to provide a
more streamlined and expeditious
groundwater adjudication process
by which courts may conduct
comprehensive determinations of
all rights to groundwater in a
basin, while fully respecting
established principles of water
rights law and providing
participants appropriate due
process; 7/6 amended to apply
to comprehensive water right
adjudication across entire
basin

SB-13
Pavley

Watch

Groundwater.

provide agencies managing
“probationary” watersheds 90 180 days to create a plan to
correct/mitigate. adds monitoring
requirements

Many of us are rural livers with our own
independent water systems. This could
threaten our rights to domestic water
and add regulatory and reporting
burdens to getting and using our water.

SB-20
Pavley

Oppose

Wells: reports: public
availability.

make currently private well
modification reports public upon
request

Many of us are rural livers with our own
independent water systems. This could
threaten our rights to domestic water
and add regulatory and reporting
burdens to getting and using our water.

SB-32
Pavley

Watch

require state limit greenhouse
California Global
Warming Solutions Act of emissions to 80% of 1990 by
2050 and requires 2030 and 2040
2006: emissions limit.
emission targets be established

Greenhouse gas regulations impact a
landowners choices of equipment and
how and when they can use them.
Loggers and truckers have been
impacted by the diesel regulations that
rendered much of their equipment
obsolete before its time. These
regulations can worm their way into our
everyday lives as allowable fuels for
heating, cooking and power generation
are further regulated.

Assembly
Natural
Resources

SB-122
Jackson

Watch

California Environmental
Quality Act: record of
proceedings

requires, upon request, the
creation of a record of
proceedings at the same time a
negative declaration, EIR or
similar CEQA document is
generated. establishes an
electronic database of CEQA
documents and notices for public
review

forest management practices bump into
a lot of EIR and other CEQA documents
when dealing with water, soils, wildlife
and so forth. It behooves us to keep up
with changes to the practices.

Assembly
Appropriations

SB-165
Monning

Support

Production or cultivation
of a controlled
substance: civil
penalties.

imposes further penalties on illicit Our forests are tempting locations for
drug manufacturers. This is a real
marijuana grows and drug labs
problem for forests in northern
California.

SB-189
Hueso

Watch

yet another advisory committee
Clean Energy and Lowon spending the Greenhouse gas
Carbon Economic and
funds “effectively”
Jobs Growth Blue Ribbon
Committee.

Greenhouse gas regulations impact a
landowners choices of equipment and
how and when they can use them.
Loggers and truckers have been
impacted by the diesel regulations that
rendered much of their equipment
obsolete before its time. These
regulations can worm their way into our
everyday lives as allowable fuels for
heating, cooking and power generation
are further regulated.

SB-207
Watch
Wieckows
ki

requires a 3-year investment plan
California Global
Warming Solutions Act of that identifies conflicting or
overlapping policies in current
2006: Greenhouse Gas
state strategies to meeting
Reduction Fund:
greenhouse gas emissions
investment plan.

Greenhouse gas regulations impact a
anything that reduces conflicts and
landowners choices of equipment and
overlaps in any government project is a
how and when they can use them.
good thing.
Loggers and truckers have been
impacted by the diesel regulations that
rendered much of their equipment
obsolete before its time. These
regulations can worm their way into our
everyday lives as allowable fuels for
heating, cooking and power generation
are further regulated.

Assembly
Natural
Resources

SB-226
Pavley

Groundwater storage:
beneficial use. ->
Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act:
groundwater rights.

defines method for determining
groundwater rights in court; 5/5
amendment declares existing
common law has precedence
over this law

Many of us have our own water systems We need to watch this thing and make
sure it doesn’t lead to losing our rights
to use our own water

Assembly
Appropriations

SB-246
Watch
Wieckows
ki

Climate Action Team. ->
Climate change
adaptation.

creates a committee for
coordinating climate policy to
achieve climate change goals; 6/2
change removes the new special
committee and assigns the work
to the Natural Resources Agency.
The continuing 5-year revisits of
the commissioned report also
were removed.

Assembly
Natural
Resources

SB-288
McGuire

Watch

Theft of redwood burls. ->
Vandalism: redwood
burls.

declares that it is an act of
vandalism to maliciously deface,
damage or destroy a redwood
tree on another person’s property
without permission. declares the
penalties for the act

More bureaucracy, more money frittered
away in studies and reports… 6/2 - the
amendment now only commissions a
single report form an existing agency.
Preparing the state for resilience n the
face of change is a good thing.
Bureaucracies are not generally good at
designing or implementing such things.
7/1 - suspicions confirmed that this is
NOT going to make the state more
resilient. We now have processes
and permits to handle, which scarcely
makes flexibly changing to a dynamic
situation possible
redwood burls can constitute a valuable Outside of the title of the bill, it no
product for landowners and often, in the longer mentions burls, so any malicious
taking of burls, the tree is killed
damage to a redwood tree qualifies

SB-303
Hueso

Watch

Controlled substances:
destruction of seized
marijuana.

permits destruction of marijuana
from a grow or harvest site in
excess of 2lb without a court
order

SB-317
De Leon

Watch

The Safe Neighborhood
Parks, Rivers, and
Coastal Protection Bond
Act of 2016.

bond act for 11/2016 election to
finance parks, rivers and coastal
protections; 4/23 elevated to
urgency status, now requires 2/3
vote

hopefully no acquisitions of new land

We feel the balance of funds is far to
Senate 3rd
heavy in the acquisitions section and
Reading
not nearly enough in development and
maintenance of already acquired lands.
We are not suﬀering from a dearth of
property, we are suﬀering from a dearth
of funds to take care of what we already
have in public ownership.

SB-350 de Watch
Leon

Clean Energy and
Pollution Reduction Act
of 2015.

seeks to reduce petroleum use
by 50% as opposed to 33% by
2030; includes gas & diesel in
50% goals

our equipment is powered by portable
petroleum products, conversely, we are
a potential source of renewable fuel

market for biomass products?

Assembly
Natural
Resources

SB-367
Wolk

Watch

Agriculture:
environmental farming
program: greenhouse
gases.

require the environmental farming timber is technically agriculture, but the
program, in addition to incentives, greenhouse gas rules on forestry have
to provide low-interest loans, been less than useful.
technical assistance, educational
materials and outreach, or a
combination of these things to
farmers whose practices promote
the well-being of ecosystems, air
quality, and wildlife and their
habitat, and reduce on-farm
greenhouse gas emissions or
increase carbon storage in
agricultural soils and woody
biomass, or both.

this could be another avenue of
greenhouse gas pain reduction. the bill
is sliding into another bureaucracy
building exercise

Assembly
Natural
Resources

SB-758
Block

Watch

Atmospheric Rivers
Research and Mitigation
Fund.

establish the Atmospheric Rivers
Research and Mitigation Fund in
the State Treasury for the
purposes of funding research,
demonstration, and development
of an atmospheric rivers program
to mitigate the effects of climate
change associated with
atmospheric rivers. - now they
want to find a way to capture the
water in the atmospheric rivers

This year’s winner of the “What Were
Assembly
They Smoking?” Award. What do they Water, Parks &
seriously think they can do about global Wildlife
air flows? Much of our pollution is NOT
sourcing in CA or even the USA - 4/8
update - I think the state of the art here
is a rain dance.

Watch

Hearing
Date

Assembly
Appropriations

We do not want to see private well use
records made public. These records
should remain within the agency
collecting the data. Only aggregated
data should be made public for
formulating groundwater management
policy and procedures.

Assembly
Water, Parks &
Wildlife

Assembly 2nd
Reading

Pardon me if I think all the money
Assembly
collected by the greenhouse gas fees is Natural
going to be squandered in funding
Resources
advisory committees making reports;
6/29 amendment - the social
engineering aspects are coming up
now - it’s targeting creating jobs for
“disadvantaged” workers

Assembly 2nd
Reading

Assembly
Appropriations

12/1/14 introduced;
1/15 referred to
NR&W;2/24 amended;
3/24 passed Natural
Resources & Water,
sent to Appropriations;
4/13 passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor; 4/23 amended;
4/30 sent to
Assembly; 5/14
referred for Water,
Parks & Wildlife; 5/21
amended; 6/24
amended; 7/2 passed
Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Appropriations; 7/6
amended
12/1/14 introduced;
1/15 referred to
NR&W; 3/24 passed
Natural Resources &
Water, sent to
Environmental Quality;
4/15 passed
Environmental Quality,
sent to Appropriations;
5/28 passed
Appropriations; 6/1
Passed Senate, sent
to Assembly
Jul 13, 2015 12:00
12/1/14
AM introduced;
1/15 referred to EQ;
3/16 amended; 4/29
passed Environmental
Quality, sent to
Appropriations; 5/5
amended; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/1
amended; 6/3 passed
Senate, sent to
Assembly
1/15/15 introduced;
2/5 referred to EQ;
3/12 amended and
returned to committee;
3/26 amended; 4/15
passed Environmental
Quality, sent to
Appropriations; 4/20
amended; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/1
amended; 6/3 passed
Senate, sent to
Assembly; 6/29
passed Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Appropriations
introduced 2/4; 2/19
sent to Public Safety;
3/12 amended and
returned to Public
Safety; 4/7 passed
Public Safety, sent to
Appropriations; 4/14
amended; 4/27
passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor; 4/30 passed
Senate, sent to
Assembly; 5/28 sent
to Public Safety and
Water, Parks &
Wildlife; 6/16 passed
Public Safety, sent to
Water, Parks &
Wildlife; 6/30 passed
Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Appropriations; 7/8
passed
Appropriations,
Jul 13, 2015 12:00
introduced
AM
2/9; 2/19
assigned to Senate
Business, Professions
and Economic
Development and
Environmental Quality;
3/26 amended; 4/6
passed Business,
Professions and
Economic
Development, sent to
Environmental Quality;
4/15 passed
Environmental Quality,
sent to Appropriations;
5/28 passed
Appropriations; 6/1
amended; 6/3 passed
Senate, sent to
Assembly; 6/11 sent
to Jobs, Economic
Development & the
Economy and Natural
Resources; 6/25
passed Jobs,
Economic
Development & the
Economy, sent to
Natural Resources;
6/29 amended
introduce 2/11; 2/19
sent to Environmental
Quality; 3/24
amended; 4/15
passed Environmental
Quality, sent to
Appropriations,
recommend consent
calendar; 4/27 passed
Appropriations, sent to
floor consent calendar;
4/30 sent to
Assembly; 5/14 sent
to Natural Resources
introduce 2/13; 2/26;
sent to Natural
Resources & Water
and Judiciary; 4/6
amended; 4/14
passed Natural
Resources & Water,
sent to Judiciary; 4/28
passed Judiciary, sent
to Appropriations; 5/5
amended; 5/26
passed Senate, sent
to Assembly; 6/11
sent to Waterm Parks
& Wildlife and
Judiciary; 6/30 passed
Water, Parks &
Wildlife, sent to
Judiciary; 7/7 passed
Judiciary, sent to
Appropriations
Jul 13, 2015 12:00
introduce
AM
2/18; 2/26
sent to Environmental
Quality; 4/13
amended; 4/29
passed Environmental
Quality, sent to
Appropriations; 5/5
amended; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/2
amended; 6/3 passed
Senate, sent to
Assembly; 7/1
amended
2/23 introduced; 3/5
sent to Public Safety;
4/21 passed Public
Safety, sent to
Appropriations; 4/22
amended; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/2
amended; 6/3 passed
Senate, sent to
Assembly; 6/25
amended, sent to
Public Safety; 6/30
passed Public Safety,
sent to Appropriations;
7/8 passed
Appropriations
2/23 introduced; 3/5
sent to Public Safety;
4/23 passed Public
Safety, sent to floor;
4/27 amended; 5/7
passed Senate, sent
to Assembly; 5/22
sent to Public Safety;
7/7 amended, passed
Public Safety
2/23 introduced; 3/5
sent to Natural
Resources & Water
and Governance &
Finance; 4/6
amended; 4/23
amended; 4/28
passed Natural
Resources & Water,
sent to Governance &
Finance; 5/5
amended; 5/6 passed
Governance &
Finance, sent to
Appropriations; 5/28
passed Appropriations
Jul 13, 2015 12:00
2/24
AM
introduced; 3/5
sent to Energy, Utilities
& Communications
and Environmental
Quality; 4/7 passed
Energy, Utilities &
Communications, sent
to Environmental
Quality; 4/29 passed
Environmental Quality,
sent to Appropriations;
5/28 passed
Appropriations; 6/3
passed Senate, sent
to Assembly; 6/18
sent to Utilities &
Commerce and
Natural Resources; 7/7
amend, passed
Utilities & Commerce,
sent to Natural
Resources
Jul 13, 2015 12:00
2/24
AM
introduced; sent
to Agriculture and
Environmental Quality;
4/6 amended; 4/9
passed Agriculture,
sent to Environmental
Quality; 4/13
amended; 4/29
passed Environmental
Quality, sent to
Appropriations; 5/6
amended; 5/28
passed
Appropriations; 6/2
amended; 6/3 passed
Senate, sent to
Assembly; sent to
Agriculture and
Natural Resources;
6/24 amended; 7/1
passed Agriculture,
sent to Natural
Resources; 7/6
amended
Jul 14, 2015 2/27 introduced; 4/8
amended; 4/16 sent to
Natural Resources &
Water; 4/21 amended;
4/28 passed Natural
Resources & Water,
sent to Appropriations;
4/30 amended; 5/28
passed
Appropriations,
theoretically amended;
6/2 amended; 6/3
passed Senate, sent
to Assembly

